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The Orientation Celebrati
by Mamie. Matheson
A Dixieland band and
brightly coloured balloons
made it seem like a leadship
convention, but in this case the
leaders had already been
chosen. The executive of the
1983-1984 RRCC Students'
Association put on an impressive Orientation last Friday to introduce themselves
and a variety of school activities to the student body.

As students filed into the
North Gym, the Picadilly Six
played a bouncy version of
"As the Saints Come Marching In".. Once inside, most
of the students marched
towards two corner booths
which offered them free coffee
and donuts.
"This is what I came for,"
said one female student after
helping herself to two glazed
donuts.
Unfortunately, this preoccupation with free food kept

many of the studenti away
from the more worthwhile
booths which lined the gym
walls. A variety of informative
displays had been set up to introduce new students to
RRCC services and activities,
but few of the displays drew
large crowds.
Red, white and blue
balloons decorated the orientation displays and the centre
stage. While they added to the
sense of celebration, it would
have helped if one of the
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The Projector
Acting Director

in Action

Dawna Freison
After five years as director
of Red River Community College, Brian Angood has resigned the position.
Replacing him as acting
director is Cy Howard, former
principal of the Applied Arts
and Business Division of the
college. Howard's history with

the college stems from 1963
when the Manitoba Institute
of Technology was first formed. Beginning as an instructor
of civil technology, he moved
up to department head and
later assistant principal of the
Technical Division of the Institute. He was principal of

Educational Support and
Development Services, and
later of the evening school
program until 1979, when he
moved into the position of
principal of Applied Arts and
Business.
In an interview Friday,
Howard said he sees his term
as acting director lasting at
least for the 1984 academic
year.
"The search for a new director is a long process," he said.
It begins with the establishment of a selection committee
by the Department of Education, consisting of students
and faculty, who must first
advertise the position across
Canada, scrutinize all the applications, then develop a
short list of prospective directors before making a final
choice.
"I'm looking at this as a
committrnent for at least one
academic year," he said.
As for Howard's own ambitions, he says it "Is not my
ambition at this stage in time
to apply for the position."
But he states that he isn't
completely ruling out the
possibility. As acting director,
Howard's duties include
representing the college in
relationships with many post
secondary
institutions,
especially the University of
Manitoba which has several
joint courses offered with the
college.

"I have to be a public figure
— speaking to professional
groups, labor organization,
and handling whatever situation arises." he said.
He hopes to be highly visible" to both the faculty and
students, and plans to work
closely with the Student's
Association, as well as initiate
meetings with the staff.
But the budget is hampering
staff and course development,
Howard claims.
"We have a very serious
problem with the budget. It's
like trying to get blood from a
stone."
That universal problem of a
lack of funding had meant cutbacks in faculty sabbaticals
and conferences and possible
course reductions.
"We have gone through the
exercises of looking at low
priority courses," he said, adding that no final decision of
course cuts have yet been
made.
Another major concern of
the administration is the high
drop-out rate at the college. It
varies considerably from
course to course, ranging from
ten per cent to twenty-five per
cent. The administration's
goal this year is to increase the
retention rate by five per cent
overall.
Much of the focusd in attempting to increase the
number of students who stay

at the college and complete
their courses will be put on the
faculty. Neither the selection
process for course entry nor
the standard of the graduate
will be altered, Howard
claims.
"The teachers have to focus
on being hard and demanding,
but still understanding," he
said.
He emphasizes that most of
the students are at the college
for the first time, while many
of the instructors have been
teaching for years. It's easy,
he says, for teachers to
become blase and forget that
each year they are teaching a
new group of students and
that they must remain committed to teaching in order for
their work to be successful.

"None of these people
would have jobs if it weren't
for the students. They have to
be committed to teaching,"
Howard says.
He hopes that if teachers
develop a better rapport with
their students, the retention
rate will increase because
students will know they can rely on teachers for support
rather than just criticism.

The Scramble
for parking
See page 3

Acting College Director Cy Howard
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by Heather Reimer

from the Ed.
Kelly Langevin
As editor-in-chief of the
Projector I'd just like to send
out a welcome to all those
students who have just enrolled into Red River Community
College and send my deepest
regrets to those students who
have to come back for a second year . . .I bleed with
you. But let us not start on a
sour note, let's be optimistic.
Yes I know you can't find a
parking space, your locker, a
quiet place to eat, the money
for tuition, etc., but don't let
it get you down, this place
isn't all that bad. (We still
have beer bashes.)
I realize all these things
must frustrate you greatly and
throughout the year you may
find many other things about
this college that will tax your
sanity. But don't let it bum
you out, there are outlets to
which your anxieties can be
funnelled through. One of
these outlets is through the
paper you are reading right
now, The Projector.
What is the Projector you
ask? Good question. The Projector is basically your student
newspaper. That's right, you
are paying for what you are
reading right now. But before
you storm down to our offices
and ask for your money back
let me just explain exactly how
you're paying for it. (Don't
worry, it isn't that much,
believe me I know.) You see,
when you enter. this college
you _ dole out a bunch of
money for certain things like
tuition, parking, books, etc.
Along with those expenses
comes your student fees ($14)
which you pay when you dole
out your tuition fees. This
money goes towards the student association to which you
automatically become a
member of. (How about that
eh, you're now part of the
club.) It's something like paying dues to a union in return
for certain benefits like beer
bashes, library privileges,
yearbooks, and of course
your's truly, The Projector.

Like a union we have
representatives that are
responsible for your representation. These are the executives of the student association; the President, Vicepresident, secretary-treasurer
and communications director.
We pay these people through
our student fees to run the
association and represent the
students of this college in front
of the administration, the people who basically run the college and in return report to the
Minister of Education.
So what is the Projector's
role in all this? Well, like any
other "normal" newspaper we
tell you the students what exactly is going on in this college. We tell you what the student administration is doing
with your student fees, we tell
you what the administration is
doing with the college and we
tell you what the government
is doing•with your education.
But the Projector is not just a
meduim that tells you what's
going on around here. Like
any "normal" newspaper we
have outlets for any member
of the student association to
tell the student association, the
administration, the government, or the Projector itself,
what's right, wrong or
ridiculous about Red River.
So if you think the food in
the cafeteria would make your
dog puke or the air in here
would suffocate a camel or the
Projector isn't good enough to
carpet your bird cage, tell us.
Better yet, type up a letter and
bring it down to us, (by the
South Gym, right around the
corner from the barber shop)
we'll print it in the Projector
even if it has a few nasty four
letter words in it. (But please
try to keep it clean, we still
have to respect some libel
laws.)
But all in all we here at the
Projector hope you have a nice
stay at Red River. (P.S. Just
keep out of our parking
spots.)
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Announcements
Cre. Comm. student lockers face heavy rains and an eventual soaking from above
during the first week of school.

COMPLAIN
by Paul Badertscher

All right, everybody,
welcome (back) to Red River.
For those of you who are gracing the halls with your
presense for the first time,
allow me to give you a few
hints or pieces of advice that
will make this year, or
whatever your course length
is, a more enjoyable time for
everyone.
Helpful hint no. 1: Don't
stand in line. For anything.
Especially to get scalped at the
Bookstore or pay your tuition.
I mean, why waste your time
standing in line for hours to do
something that should take
five minutes? Why lose your
entire first day when you've
got two weeks to pay? Go to
the bar or something. Wait till
the lines are shorter.
No. 2: Don't write on the
bathroom walls. Unless you
are proud of the fact that you
are a crude racist. If this is the
case, sign your name.
No. 3: Take advantage of all
the things your fees are paying
for. Sign out a football and

chuck it around outside.
Watch some Pirate TV in the
Tower Lounge. Go to Beer
Bashes. (These, unfortunately,
are not paid for.) Read the
Projector. And if you can't
stand it, try to find an original
way of throwing it away. I
mean, how many more paper
airplanes will the janitors pick
up? Better yet, try your hand
at writing. We even PAY for
your contributions!
But the most important
thing I can say is, if you don't
like the way something is being
done, COMPLAIN!!! Like
this:
What the hell is going on
with Parking? Why do we
have to put up with scramble
parking all year long? Could it
be because our beloved administration can make more
money this way? Could it? We
get robbed enough paying tuition and books and at the
Crazy Ox. So why this? There
will obviously be more cars
registered than there are parking spots. So unless you have
an eight or nine o'clock class,
you won't be able to find a

spot. What if someone's
classes don't start until ten?
Are they supposed to show up
here at eight to ensure
themselves a spot?
Hey, here's a not very
original but good idea. Why
don't we go back to reserved
parking? If there won't be
more cars than spots then why
not reserve the spots? That
way, no one is penalized for
having a silly schedule. I think
it's ridiculous to pay forty or
seventy dollars to play parking
lot roulette. Too bad if it's a
headache for the bookstore or
the commissionaires. Too bad
if the administration can't
maximize its profits. At least
you know you have a parking
spot if you can't catch a bus or
if you start late one day in the
week. And if I see one more
car take up two spots by parking wrong, or one more
motorcycle in a car spot, it will
face the wrath of a very large
1973 Dodge Monaco.
Oh yeah, Welcome to Red
River. Friendliest school in
Manitoba.

The Problem of line ups

FOR

$100 A MONTH
WE NEED A
NEWS EDITOR
The news editor shall be responsible for coordinating
the news section of the paper.
This includes working in conjunction with the Editorin-Chief assigning stories, layout and production, attending staff meetings and filling in for the Editor-in-Chief on
his or her abscence. The News Editor is also responsible
for covering the college council beat.
The News Editor receives $100.00 per month and is
responsible to the Editor-in-Chief in liason with the Com
munications Director.
The News Editor may be responsible for a staff review
if the Projector deems necessary by concensus of staff.

Please submit typed applications into the Projector office
or the Student Association office by Sept. 23 or contact
Terry Phelps or Kelly Langevin
in either office.

Parking
Sc r a m b l e`

Dear Editor:
An interesting, and all too
common problem recurred in
the hallway of Building AB today. The problem concerns
"Mile-Long" line-ups.
A large number of
students, including myself,
waited anywhere from 2 to 6
hours in a slow moving line
while two staff people accepted
and processed parking applications.
One of the main problems
was that after registering for
classes and paying the various
student fees and purchasing
books for the classes (each of
which went through a long lineup), we now ended up missing
those classes while waiting in
line for the chance of getting a
power parking stall.
I feel that the problem of
the line-ups was due partially to
the fact that many students
were using the information
supplied which stated that the

parking passes would be
available at the bookstore,
presumably when the
bookstore opened on the monday morning. (8:00 a.m.)
The actual sale of the
parking passes, as we found
out when we arrived at the
bookstore, would not be
available until 9:00 a.m. in
room AB 38. The posted times
for sales was 9:00 a.m. to 11:30
a.m. and 1:30 p.m. to 3:30
p.m.
The one positive note is
that they did re-open earlier
then scheduled; at 12:15 p.m.,
rather than 1:30 p.m.
I, along with many other
students, feel that the parking
pass registration was not handled as efficiently as should be
reasonably expected.
Several recommendations
which may improve the situation are:
I . Have different registration
areas for power and non-

power parking.
2. Make it clear that the parking lot will not be oversold (if
it is not going to be
oversold), as the rumors and
information are that it will be
oversold by 10%. The
bookstore has stated that it
will not be oversold.
3.Have the priority parking
processed in the morning,
others processed in the afternoon. (Priority parking being disabilities, medical, etc.)
These suggestions may be able
to serve as a starting point for
improvements. I recognize that
very little, if anything, can be
done to make up for this year.
Hopefully these problems can
be solved before next year,
thereby saving unnecessary
frustrations and aggravations
for next years students.
Sincerely yours,
Douglas Gannon
Business Administration

Strategies for Peace and Security in a Nuclear Age:
An International Conference. October 27-30,1983.Over 24
distinguished international speakers (from the U.S.,
U.S.S.R., Europe, Japan and other countries) provide the
focus for dialogue on the critical issues. For a Conference
brochure contact: Peace and Security Conference, Continuing Education Division, University of Guelph, Guelph,
Ontario NIG 2W1 519-824-4120,ext. 3956.

BURSARY APPLICATION DEADLINE
- Students who have received a Student Aid
Loan and are eligible to apply for a loan rebate
and/or regular bursary must submit their Bursary Assessment Request before November 30,
1983.
HEALTH CENTRE
The Health Centre is located on the Mall Level
(HM 10) across from the Assiniboia Inn. Hours of operation are 0745 hr to 1615 hr. Mon-Fri.
Please feel free to visit us if you have medical problems, questions, require health care or information.
Those students who have a chronic condition such as
epilepsy or diabetes may require medical attention while at
the College. We urge you to talk to us as soon as possible.
It is to your advantage that we have any necessary information in the event that any difficulties arise. All
informa-tion submitted is confidential, " and does not
become part of your permanent record. At the completion
of your course our record is destroyed.
If you require prescription medication during the day,
please see us. Special arrangements can be made for storing a supply for you in the event your medication is forgotten at home.
Carry your Medicare card with you. Injury or illness
does not occur by appointment! If you are covered by your
parents' plan, obtain a duplicate card for yourself.
Students who are Canada Manpower or Unemployment Insurance sponsored are covered by Workers' Compensation in the event of injury. This also applies to
students who are paying their own way, but are injured
while in the "field" as part of their course. Please report
all course related injuries to the Health Centre.
Have a good year!
INDIVIDUAL COLOUR PORTRAITS

Sittings for individual colour portraits will be
available to all students on Thursday, Sept. 15 in the
hallway just outside of the LRC. Arrive anytime between
8:30 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. and have your picture taken by on
of the professionals from Canadian School Studios. The
cost of the 13 picture set is only $5.00.
YEARBOOK PHOTOS

If you haven't had your picture taken for the 1983-84
yearbook, the last chance to do so is Thursday, September
15, in the hallway just outside of the LRC. The photos are
FREE and so is the yearbook, so why not make sure that
YOUR face appears in the yearbook! Remember, YOUR
student fees pay for the yearbook, why not get your
money's worth?

The controversial new
parking system brought in by
Red River Community College
administration got enough attention in its first two weeks to
last all year:
Implemention
of
scramble-only parking in all
lots brought the first round of
student concern. But when
parking purchasers found
themselves waiting, sometimes
for hours, in a stuffy hall to
have their payment taken by
bookstore staff, their complaints compounded.
Administration Manager
James Lowe attributed the confusion to a misunderstanding
of the situation. Many students
were under the impression that
parking was on sale for one
day, September 12, only. Then,
seeing the line-up, they panicked over a rumoured shortage of
stalls.
A petition was started by
Business Administration student Scott Montgomery who
collected about 125 signatures
in an hour. Passed down the
line of visibly upset students
waiting to pay for a spot, the
petition protested the inefficient service and disregard for
students who had to skip
classes in order to retain their
place.
Student Association President Gary Okrusko, who will
bring the document to ad-

ministrative attention, agreed
that the situation was unnecessary and must be avoided
in future.
He also noted the lack of
priority system for out-of-town
students as a sore spot in the
new parking plan.
The overriding concern
that not enough spots will be
available is less valid this year
than last, said Lowe, because
scramble parking increases the
number of spots available at
any given time.
"We want no part of a
system that makes you pay for
a plug outlet that has you three
out of five days parking in an
unserviced lot."
Instead, parking lot personnel will be monitoring the
vacancy rate over the next two
or three months to determine if
overselling by a small margin in
the future would be feasible.
"The intent was to
eliminate waste and allow more
flexibility," said Lowe. "The
primary objective was to provide more student parking and
with this system I believe we
will."

Lowe stresses the advantage of scramble parking far
outweigh the initial problems.
The change was a reaction to
criticism in past years of empty
stalls that had been paid for by
people who only used them in-

frequently. Lowe also Cites the
policing and administering of
parking tickets as problem
areas that he hopes will be
smoothed over with the .new
plan.
The University of
Manitoba has used the scramble system for ten years. According to parking supervisor
Shirley Meronek, it has worked
well with few complaints.

"We oversell our lots by
between five and 25 per cent
because we can't afford not to.
If we didn't, a stall that sells
for $125 a year would be
$400."
She said they have no line
ups for parking because the applications are processed over
the summer and returned by
mail.
Lowe said that the application procedure used this
year will be evaluated for next
fall and changed.
"I personally apologize
for the problem. If I'd seen the
line or been told about it, I
would have responded
sooner."
Since long lines aren't
unusual here at this time of
year, he said staff members
probably failed to notice the
magnitude of the crowd. Extra
staff was added on the second
day of parking sales which saw
the system running more efficiently.

NIGHT STUDENTS PAY UP
by Tony Davis
For the first time in Red
River Community College's
history, evening students here
may be charged a $2-a-month
Student Association Fee, if the
Provincial Government approves a request made last June
by S.A. President Gary
Okrusko.
Business
College
Manager, Don Hillman, says
the fees, "the lowest in
Canada," will be used to help
the S.A. represent evening
students and better the quality
of education for night students.
"Night school students are
trated like second class
citizens," says Hillman. "The
courses are 300 years behind
the times. It's not a knock on
the people there, it's a knock
on the Provincial
Government."
Okrusko and Hillman
both said their main concern
was that evening courses at the
college are not recognized as
credit courses, and in a letter to
Assistant Deputy Minister Dr.

T.R. Morrison, Okrusko stated
the calibre of instruction in the
evening program is "apalling."
If the fees are approved,
Hillman says the S.A. will use
the money to lobby for

recognition of evening credit
courses and better teaching.
The S.A. will also keep it's
office open till 10 p.m. instead
of four p.m. and will keep the
ventilation system on for nighttime students so they don't
"sweat like armpits."
Asked why the S.A. was
considering an evening levy
after so many years, Hillman
explained that declining
daytime enrollment was cutting
into Student Association
revenues and that charging
evening fees were a means of
"self preservation" for

daytime services such as the
Projector, CMOR Student
Radio and social activities subsidized with S.A. funds.
But Hillman stressed that
if the Province approved the
fees, evening students would
receive the same services aS
day-students.

One service Hillman hopes
to provide night-students with
is extended Buffalo Cafeteria
hours, or set up a much needed
food-bar in the Cave. Hillman
says night students who arrive

at the college after work are
nearly starved by the time their
7 to 10 p.m. classes finish.
While the college's constitution says the S.A. has the
right to charge all students an
association fee, the move must
be approved by the government.

So far, Hillman says he
has no indication from the
Department of Education
when and if they will approve
the request.

In an interview, Dr. T.R.
Morrison said he expected the
decision to be made in about
two weeks, but did not indicate
whether the fees would be approved although he said he personally favored them.

Although students haven't
been notified of the pending
fees, Hillman doesn't expect
the issue to be very controversial although he conceded there
may be some complaints. "I
don't think anyone is going to
bitch over the two dollars. We
_still have daytime students who
scream and yell about their $20
fee. It's against human nature
to pay more without bitching."
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by Chi Emeruwa
"I've never done good
things, I've never done bad
things, I've never done
anything out of the blue."
—David Bowie from 1980's
Ashes to Ashes

He may have written the
words, but 14 years after David
Bowie burst upon the music
scene, he has yet to live by
them.

From wearing dresses on
an album cover to admitting he
was gay to naming his son
Zowie to being so drunk that
he put a cigarette out in a fan's
ear, David Bowie has been
known for the things that he
has done. The good, the bad
and the out of the blue.

AN $11.00
VALUE FOR
HER KIT

$3.49

Agree Shampoo
Agree Conditioner
Impulse Body Spray
Carefree Panty Shields
Sure & Natural Maxishields
Tang Orange Fruit Drink
Daisy Twin Blade Disposable Razor
Clorets Chlorophyll Gum
ENO
.

HIS KIT
Flex Balsam & Protein Shampoo — 300 ml
Flex Balsam & Protein Instant Conditioner
Gilette Atra Razor
Noxema Instant Foam Shave — 150 ml
Close-Up Toothpaste — 50 ml
Tang Orange Fruit Drink — 250 ml
Clorets Chlorophyll Gum
ENO

.

300 ml

This also includes assuming four different musical personalities over the past decade;
Ziggy Stardust, Aladdin Zane,
Haloween Jack and the Thin
White Duke. For the 1980's,
David Bowie has emerged as
someone music lovers can identify with, the man himself.
This is a David Bowie,
who allows his natural blond
hair, uncommon eyes (one
blue, one grey, the grey one left
permanently dilated by a
teenage fight) and gentlemanly
physique to adorn magazine

covers for the women, not just
the men, to drool over. This is
David Bowie, the Greek God in
new wave clothing, the classiest
man in town. The man whose
moves can electrify, then calm,
a crowd in the thousands. This
is the man whose Serious
Moonlight Tour has become
the most exciting, and profitable, show in years.

It combines his natural
stage mystique with the immorality of his music. On tour
across the continent, Bowie has
revealed the singer inside the
actor, and the actor inside the
singer. On a stage that takes
two days to construct, a video
screen performing theatrical
tricks combined with stylized
vocals and unforgettable images, to create the most
outstanding piece of concert
entertainment to come around
in a long time. It is David
Bowie telling his story through
his songs, and proving that, the
great never die.

David Bowie was born
David Jones, 36 years ago in
London's rough Brixton
district. He describes his father
as "a gambler and drinker and
layabout for most of his life."
But, it was Hayward Jones
who bought David his first 45's
and his first musical instrument, a saxaphone.
For five years David
drifted with the music business
and with a mime troupe. In
1969, he had his first hit,

"Space Oddity", the somewhat
tragic tale of Major Tom losing
contact with Ground Control,
and drifting off into space.

David Jones had become
David Bowie to avoid confusion with The Monkees' Davey
Jones. In 1972, David Bowie
became Ziggy Stardust, to fit
the image of his newest album.
It was stardust that would lead
the way for Britain's Glitter
Rock, Ziggy had red hair,
psychedelic makeup, hooped
earrings and a patch, worn on
the forehead or the eye. Ziggy
provided Bowie with his
greatest gay. following. As
Ziggy, he told reporters that he
and American ex-wife Angela
Barnett met, "when we were
both laying the same bloke."
That was the image, the theme,
the idea and Bowie's stardom.

In 1975, Bowie released
"Young Americans," and his
biggest hit up intil then,
"Fame." The music was close
to the disco and soul of the late
'70's. Despite the success,
Bowie began to burnout. In
1976, feeling "empty, drained
and rotting inside," he moved
to Germany to recover.

During those years he
released three albums that
reflected his mood, "Low,"
"Heroes" and "Lodger." In
1980, came "Scary Monsters"
reviving the "Space Oddity"
tale in "Ashes to Ashes," then

three years later he gave us
"Let's Dance."

"Let's Dance" greatly
reflects Bowie's change and
recovery. It is a monumental
work with uplifting rhythmic
tunes, involving undertones of
hope, not despair. "Put my
trust in God and Man," he says
in the hit "Modern Love." It
also includes the theme song
from the movie, "Cat People,"
"Putting out the fire", a song
title that appropriately fits the
David Bowie of the '80's.

II. Like his last film, "The
Hunger," Bowie provides a
presence that cannot be dispelled and an acting ability that
may soon rank him as a
superstar.
The man is a master of
every art form, he has adapted
to the new music and disappointed few fans. As the song
goes, "time may change me,
but I can't waste time." Time
has changed David Bowie, and
as it's been proudly proven,
none of it seems wasted.

FREE
The song and the album
have given Bowie a new generation of fans, and the status as
this decade's most enduring
performer. The crowds that
have flocked to be a part of the
Serious Moonlight Tour, are

testimony to his fate. 100,000
(over two nights) in Toronto,
60,000 in Edmonton, and the
legions more. The album has
sold a million, had three hit
singles and produced two
smash videos.

To top it off, Bowie will
star in his third motion picture
later this year. "Merry
Christmas, Mr. Lawrence," is
the story of a British P.O.W. in
Indonesia during World War

BEER
Five cases of Molson's Malt
beer are yours tomorrow if
you can find a Molson's Malt
label that is hidden somewhere
in the college.
To be precise, there will be
two labels hidden, with a prize
of five cases for each label,
says Program Director Steve
Maitland. "We'll be giving
clues every hour over the radio
station (student radio

CMOR), and there'll be two
bulletin boards at each end of
the college with the clues listed
on them.
Whoever finds this little
sticker will win five free cases
of Molson's Malt." To prevent forgery, the sticker will be
signed by Maitland himself.
The Great Canadian Beer
Hunt takes place at the seasonopening beer bash, tomorrow,
September 16th, at 3:30 p.m.
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R.R.C.C. Intramural Sports

SPORTS

To anyone wishing to sign a team up for intramural volleyball or soccer team
you can use this convenient team roster sheet. Just fill it out, collect your default
deposit and hand it in to Roy Pollock in the North Gym before the application
deadline. You will receive a copy of the rules when you hand in this form. The
default deposit for the above mentioned activities is $20.00. If you are not interested
in these activities, save this form and use it for one of the upcoming intramural
activities.

THE

NEW

RED RIVER COMMUNITY COLLEGE
INTRAMURAL ENTRY FORM

REBELS

Team: Male

Female

Team Name:
Team Captain
Mailing Address:

Code.

Phone Number
Intramural Activity.

Days Available to Play: (Please State Times)
Mon.

The stationary weightroom located on the mezzanine level of the North Gym.

During the summer months
the Red River weightroom has
undergone a complete renovation. The universal gym,
pulley weights, stationary
cycles and leg-weight bench
have been moved out of the
old weightroom and on to the
mezzanine level directly
behind the bleachers. The old
weightroom is to be exclusively used for people wishing to
train with the barbells and
dumbells.

Unlike last year,
any person wishing to workout
with the weight facilities must
complete a mandatory 15
minute orientation session.
The orientation will cover the
topics of weightroom rules,
safety and proper use and care
of the facilities.
The weightroom orientation
times are:

The varsity sports program
at Red River is gearing up to
try :o match its impressive
1982-83 record. Last year's
Rebel teams were provincial
champs in men's and women's
volleyball and basketball and
women's doubles badminton.
At the nationals, the Rebels
picked up two bronze medals
for volleyball. However, the
men's hockey and the badminton team have room for
drastic improvement.
Tryouts for men's and
women's volleyball and men's
and women's basketball will
begin at the end of this week.
Returning to coach the men's
basketball team is Bernard
Jones.

Monday, September 12 to Friday, September 16 at:
11:00 to 11:15
12:00 to 12:15
1:00 to 1:15
Monday, September 19 to Friday, September 23 at:
11:00 to 11:15
12:00 to 12:15
1:00 to 1:15
No one will be allowed to use
the weight training equipment
until they have completed an
orientation session.

Men's hockey coach, Gary
Whyte will be holding practises when icetime becomes
available.
Badminton tryouts for
men's and women's singles
and men's and women's
doubles and mixed doubles
will take place on Tuesday,
September 20, 7:00 p.m. in
the North Gym. This year's
coach, Jack Kaplan is looking
to break Brandon's
stranglehold on the provincial
badminton championships.
Good luck to all persons trying out, the coaches and
managers in making this year's
Rebels a force to be reckoned
with at the provincials and at
the nationals in Montreal.

***

PHYS. ED. PROGRAM
by Jack Kaplan

Even though you don't have
phys. ed. listed on your
timetable, you are still able to
participate in our instructional
program.

Our classes are offered throughout the entire
week between 8 a.m. and 4
p.m. Each class meets one
period per week for ten weeks.
If you have a spare period that
coincides with one of the
classes on our timetable you're
more than welcome to sign up.

•

•

•

Wed.

Player's Names (Please Print)

VARSITY TRYOUTS
On Thursday,
September 15 at 5:00 p.m. in
the North Gym, Jones will be
holding a meeting for men interested in playing varsity
basketball. The first men's
practise will be Monday,
September 19 at 5:45 in the
North Gym. This year's
women's basketball team will
be coached by Steve Maitland.
The first women's team practise will be at 4:15 Monday,
September 19. On Thursday,
September 15 at 7:30 in the
North Gym all interested male
,volleyball players can meet
their new coach, Roy Lee and
take part in the first varsity
volleyball practise for the
men. The women's volleyball
gets underway Monday,
September 19 across from the
women's basketball practise at
4:15 in the North Gym.

Tue.

During the first term you'll
have a choice of archery, badminton, fitness, trampoline
and volleyball. You can get a
copy of the physical education
timetable and register for your
class at the North Gym equipment counter. If you have any
questions about the program,
any member of the phys. ed.
department will be pleased to
provide the answers.

Thurs.
Address

Fri
Phone

Course

r New Logo
Those students attending
the orientation sessions in the
North Gym were some of the
first to see RRCC's new varsity athletic logo. Beginning this
year, the courier du bois
character pictured on the
north wall will be the logo for
the Red River Rebel teams.

The courir du bois was
chosen over two other
"finalist" designs by professional artist Herman Bekkering, who came up with several
logo ideas for the college's
athletic department.

The bearded fellow sporting
a raccoon-skin hat was chosen
as a logo because he represents
"something to do with
Manitoba", according to June
Graham, the head of the college athletic department.

Graham says while trying to
choose a new team representative, the department even
considered changing the name
of the teams, but decided to
stay with the , present name
because "Everyone just
associates 'rebels' with Red
River College now." Although
the courier du bois is an
unusual mascot, Graham says,
"In many ways, they (the
courier du bois) were rebels."

The new logo will take the
place of the student association's white bear, the college's
trademark for the past few
years. Eventually, the figure
will appear on all college
posters, sweaters, books, buttons, and most importantly —
the school team uniforms.
In addition, the new school
colours of red, white and blue
will replace the old green, gold
and white.
Graham says the department hopes to make all
changes to the basketball and
volleyball uniforms within the
next two months. However,
only the hockey rveaters will
be changed, until lore fluids
are available. The k Yeti' varsity department hi, Aotted
funds for uniform in its
budget, but Graham says it is
still short about $3,700.00,
which means the hockey
helmets, cooperalls and gloves
won't be converted to the new
colours this year. "Hopefully
we'll be able to find enough
money to make the complete
change soon," says Graham.
The teams will be raising
money for new sweatsuits on
their own.
As for the students'
response to the new colours
and logo, Graham says she
thinks 100 per cent of last
year's students are "quite impressed with it". She adds, "It
will take time to get used to".
By the way, the new logo
has no real name and Graham
says her department is open to
suggestions. Any ideas?

***

All teams must pay a default
deposit when entering their
team. This deposit ensures
that all teams show for their
scheduled games and the
deposit is refunded at the end
of the season. The amount of
deposit that is paid back
depends on how many games
are defaulted.
Before any intramural sport
can begin there must be officials who are willing to
.referee. Officials are paid between $2.00 to $4.00 per game
(depending on the sport) and

ill.11111•11111S11111111SMIMINS

by Laurie Dodds

The intramural sports
season at Red River this year,
once again appears to be an
exciting one. The intramural
program is designed for
students in the same class to
form a team or teams and
enter in any particualr activity
that they choose. All intramural sports information
can be found in a number or
ways. The Projector, posters,
the closed-circuit TV system
and the adhesive intramural
calendar that was available at
orientation, will all give plenty
of advance notice as to entry
deadlines. The entry forms for
all intramural sports are
available at the equipment
desk in the North gym. Roy
Pollock is the intramural
director and will handle any
questions, disputes and
suspensions that may arise.

OS* ** • * • ** * 4g • *
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anyone can officiate. All interested persons should contact Roy Pollock in the North
Gym as soon as possible.
In the month of September
intramural flag-football,
volleyball and soccer will be
offered. The popular scooter
hockey and badminton will
begin in early December,
followed by basketball in
February, and floor hockey
and co-ed volleyball will start
up in April. For those people
with an interest in cards a
bridge tournament will be held
in October and a Crib tourney
some time in the spring. There
are possibilities also of intramural curling, and frisbee
golf to be run during the
winter months. The intramural season comes to a
close in late May with two one
day events. A co-ed softball
tournament will be held on
May 25 and a golf tournament
the following Monday.
These intramurals are offered for your enjoyment so
why not take advantage of
them and have a good time
while doing so!

***

FREE
FREE

I swear that the above information is true and that my team will abide by all rules
and regulations governing this intramural activity.
Captain_
Asst. Captain
••••••••••••••***** ***** ************************************************
•

NOTE: This application form must be completed or it will not be accepted.

STAFF BOX
Editor-in-chief: Kelly Langevin
News Editor: (whereabouts
unknown)
Sports Editor: Dave Lindberg
Entertainment Editor: Douglas
Carlson The III

Paul Badertscher, Douglas Gannon, Heather Reimer, Tony
Davis, Jack Kaplan, Laurie Dodds, Marnie Matheson, Chi
Emeruwa, Dawna and Chris and Terry Gavin who gave me
half of his lunch (one beer). Special thanks to the people at
the Manitoba'? and UMSU Printshop who made this paper
publishable.

1 package of 2 VAWCY
shavers with any
purchase at the
campus bookstore.

"No gimmicks,
just close
comfortable
shaves...for
pennies a day"
the incredible

(Ma
Limit: One package per customer
while supplies last.
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Texas Instrument

Calculators
At
The Crazy Ox

Slimline
Business
Analyst II
•

MALL LEVEL
BUILDING C
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TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
INCORPORATED

explore alternatives in lease/buy
options, loans, amortizations, real
estate mortgages or ,sales and
earning forecasts in minutes. The
powerful 13A 1l 8-digit LCD calculator with Constant Memory' feature
has built-in functions to solve a
wide range of time and money
problems, profit margins, and
complex statistical computations
at the touch of a few keys. Quick
Facts for Business gives quick reference for instant financial problem - solving. Evecutive Calculator
Guidebook illustrates more than
200 business and personal financial situations.

$56.00

cbtris
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SIM

A unique - systems" approach to
financial decision-making.. Imagine doing complex calculations to

• no
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Personal Programmbig shows
how to get the most from the 58C.

Video and pinball addicts might be happy to know
that they will generate an
estimated $58,000 in commissions to the Red River Community College's Student
Association this, year.

$55.00

$95.00

TI Programmable 58C
Advanced programmable calculator with plug in Solid State Software* and Constant Ntemowt.
Features Tk exclusive Solid State
Software*, tiny pre-programmed
modules vou slide into the calculator to extend power, tlexihilit\;
and range. It is also keyhoard-programmable. Constant Memory*
feature retains data and program
information even when cif/..
There arc many computer-like
features: 170 functions and operations to program up to 480 steps
or 60 memories. With .1 types of
display testing, 6 levels of subroutines, plus 9 levels of parentheses, it can handle almost
any problem.

by Kelly Langevin

-
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TI-55-II
Advanced LCD slide rule calculation with programming and statistics. With 112 powerful functions
for professional engineering, science, and math applications. Easy
keyboard programmability including function evaluation and integration features, saves time on
repetitive problems. Also the most
needed statistical functions for
hetter data analysis. Use up to 8
memories. Built-in conversion
functions for fast transitions between various measurement systems. Plus: mots, powers,
reciprocals, log, trig and hyperbolic functions. Enter data in

Plugging the

standard, scientific, or engineering formats.
The TI-55-11 readout has an 8digit mantissa and two-digit exponent liquid crystal display It also
shows decimal point and negative
sign and indicates calculator mode
and angular mode.
Comes with the revised and expanded edition of Calculator 1kCiSiOn-.1 faking Sourcebook that
shows how to use all its power.
The Calculator Decisioivillakhis;
Sourcebook is a $6.95 value included with your TI-55-11 calculator. The easy-to-understand
text covers subjects including Elementary Programming, Trend
Analysis, Forecasting, Nlathematics,
Science, and much more. Step-bystep examples show you how to
isolate important data, weigh alternatives and arrive at rapid, more
accurate decisions.

Those students who
prefer to plug their quarters in
vending machines instead of
arcade games might also be
pleased to know they will
generate an estimated $69,000
in revenue for the student
association.
Estimates for these
figures were extracted from

R.R.C.C. Students' Association budget for the 1983-84
school year.
Income from these
sources provide revenue to the
student association along with
other revenues from student
fees, the Crazy Ox and photo
copy machines.
These revenues go
towards expenditures such as
administration costs and activities (beer bashes, socials,
pubs etc,) which amount to
over $370,000 in expenses to
the S.A.
Monies collected from
revenues, however, should
manage to cover these expen-

ditures with projected net in-

come of $9,166. Some of this
income in turn will go
towards capital expenditures
such as CMOR sound equipment, distribution stands for
the Projector and a cash safe
for the Crazy Ox. Money that
is left over in actual cash
assets goes into chequing and
term deposits.
According to the
auditor's report for the year
ended June 30, 1982, the
S.A.'s cash and term deposits
amounted to over $195,000.
This figure, however, does
not include various assets
(furniture and equipment,
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etc.), inventories, accounts
receivable and other assets
which, as of the same date,
amounts to over $380,000.
Student Association
Business Manager Don
Hillman says that this figure
confuses many people.
"When people look at our
financial statements and see
this bottom line figure of
$380,000 they think we have it
all in cash. They don't realize
that most of the money is tied
up in office furniture,
calculators, photocopy
machines, the compugraph
machine and stuff like that."
Financial statements for
the '82-'83 school year have
yet to be approved by
R.R.C.C. student council.

Last Tuesday at the first S.A.
council " meeting a financial
committee was set up to
review last year's financial
statements and present its findings to council.
Red River Community
College Students' Association
remains as one of the few student bodies in this province
that keep their finances out of
deficit. The University- of
Manitoba Students' Union
has projected a deficit budget
for this year of over $27,000.
However, with the costs of a
variety of other services which
are not available at Red
River, such a deficit was
determined by UMSU's
finance committee as a
reasonable amount.

RED RIVER COMMUNITY COLLEGE

he Projector
The Perennial Dream
by Sandra Sobko
A perennial dream of the
RRCC Student Association
(SA) may eventually come
within grasp with the aid of a
211 page blue-bindered study
sitting on the desk of each
member of the S.A. Executive.
The newly-completed
feasibility study for the proposed Student Union
Building (S.U.B.) outlines,
defines, and colours the
parameters of this vision and
lays some important groundwork for the giant undertaking.
A SUB has long been on
the S.A. agenda. A recent
government clearance for the
facility and study should provide a good starting point for
attaining the 4.5 million
facility, containing a
multipurpose room, squash
and racquetball courts, a
weightroom, restaurant, pub,
and office space. The facility
is also expected to create nearly 35 full and part-time jobs.
"The idea for the study
was to provide a base for our
estimates," explained S.A.
President Gary Okrusko.
Three firit year RRCC
B.A. students worked this
summer under the supervision
of a 3rd year U of M commerce student, researching
and compiling the necessary
data.
The students used the
University of Manitoba's
Umzoo as a model and conducted a random survey of
200 students new to the college this year to determine
students' preferences and
establish operational requirements.
RRCC students and staff
will be the primary users of

the building, although
members of the community
and alumni will be encourag, _ed to buy memberships for,the use of sports facilities.
Many alumni have expressed a wish to maintain
licks with the college and a
student union building will
help establish that connection
according to Don Hillman,
S.A. Business Manager.
Affordable, quality
facilities and services were
stressed in the study as the
main ingredients in the success of the venture. This
squash and racquetball rentals, for example, were set at a
dollar per half hour to encourage student use and
foster a willingness to learn
the sports as well as to draw
business from the community.
Two million dollars of
the total cost will be met
through bank loans with a 25
year repayment schedule at 13
per cent interest. The rest of
the cost is expected to met
through private and corporate
donations, loans and grants
from the provincial government, and S.A. donations. A
professional fund-raiser will
be hired.

The Preliminary Design of our Student Union Building.
Hillman. Council will respond to the study, the
Department of Government
Services is working on a lease,
and architectural blueprints
are being prepared. A
building committee has been
formed and will soon be incorporating itself into a nonprofit, non-share corporation.
Since the Student
Association does not have
non-profit status, it must

form a sub non-profit nonshare corporation for fundraising. The government only permits deductions for
donations made to non-profit
groups.

my major goals this year,"
says S.A. President Gary
Okrusko. He hopes to see the
corporation formed and raising money by year end.

Once the building is
completed it will be given to
the Manitoba government,
which will lease it back to the
SA for $1.00 per year.

But the building can be
cancelled if donations are insufficient, he adds. "We can
cancel the project at this stage
and up to when they start digging."

A recent change in the
Income Tax Act will also
benefit fundraising efforts,
since donations under 100
dollars made to non-profit
groups can now be deducted.
The building is expected
to be ready in four or five
years, but construction cannot begin until all the
preliminary work is completed.
Building. plans have
grown in four directions, says

"I'm making it one of

RED RIVER
COMMUNITY COLLEGE

ASP DIESEL SHOPS SLOG,

Red River keeps on growing.
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EDITORIALS
Beer Bash Blaster

None of Your business
but .. .
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The Red River
Scavenger Hunt
You had to see it to believe it.

by Brian King
This column is usually reserved for humor. Be it farce,
satire, sarcasm or whatever. However, the editors requested that
the first couple of columns also be sprinkled with tidbits of
useful information. So, it may be none of your business but, you
might like to know .. .
I. That when the white man arrived in Canada, he was greeted
by a country with no income tax, no liquor tax, no inflation and
unemployment. In his infinite wisdom, he decided to improve
the system.
2. That R.R.C.C. had a parking plan with reserved stalls, no
line-ups, no confusion and few complaints. In its infinite
wisdom, it decided to improve the system.
3. That Gordon Sinclair is still writing for the Free Press despite
some horridly dull comumns over the past few months.
4. That R.R.C.C. has a new mascot. It's goodbye cuddly little
bear and hello courier du bois. Imagine a real Canadian rebel as
the Rebels logo.
5. That the school also changed its colors from green and gold
to red, white and blue. Maybe the administration figured that
next year's federal education grant would be bigger if we took
on the colors of the next federal government.
6. That your student hand book is full of interesting informa
tion. Some of it is so interesting that they printed it twice. On
both page 16 and 18, the dress code warning is printed.
7. And speaking of the hand book, four of its advertisements
offer student discounts. The ads to check are Mitchell-Copp
Jewellers, Independent Jewellers, Bonanza Restaurants and the
Pop Shoppe. 8. That the best kept secret at R.R.C.C. is probably the
Assiniboia Inn. This restaurant is located just north of Buffalo
Place. The food is always superb and the prices very reasonable.
However, it only operates during certain' time periods
throughout the trimester, so check ahead. A reservation is highly
recommended.
Well that's about it, oops almost forgot, for some offcampus refreshment there are a couple of favorite watering
holes. The Black Night, Lucifers and the Airport are handy. But
the closest is the Brooklands Inn just on the corner of Notre
Dame and Keewatin. Next issue, in our infinite wisdom, we'll try
to improve the system.

Sound System package includes 2 AIWA L300 Tape Decks, an
RG Dynamic Processor, ADC Sound Shaper Ten Equalizer,
Esoterik Power Amps 200 watts per side, An Es6terik mixer and
EMILAR EH 800 speakers.
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.lack Daniel Distillery Named a Naticnai Historic Place by the United States Government

AT THE JACK DANIEL DISTILLERY, you
can taste for yourself why our whiskey is so
uncommonly smooch.
As soon as you sip the water we
use you can tell it's
something special.
That's because it flows,
pure and iron-free,
from a limestone
spring located deep
under the ground.
At Jack Daniel
Distillery, we've used this iron-free
,An DANit
water since our founder settled here
Ti: a
in 1866. Once you try our whiskey,
„
we believe, you'll know why we
always will.
• WHISKEY

./Yryi,..; .04
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PROFESSIONAL FLAUTIST &
EXPERIENCED MUSIC PROFESSOR

Iron-free. from an underground Wing
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For 4 bucks a pop students receive identification for stronger spirits.
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PHONE: 633-0289
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"I may be
schizophrenic, but
I'll always have
each other."

ENTERTAINMENT
The Modern Problems of Cujo
by Edward Matlashewski
Released early this summer, Cujo has emerged as
best of breed in the dull and
uneventful category. This
adaptation of Stephen King's
bestselling novel of the same
name, quite simply, barks up
the wrong tree in creating
suspense. With a plot as thick
as a dog's hair, the only real
terror is the predictability of
the story.
Before the opening
credits have finished rolling
we see a happy-go-lucky St.
Bernard bitten on the nose by
a bat. As Cujo the dog romps
off to develop rabies, unnoticed, we are introduced to
the Trenton family. The
Trentons are a typical modern
family with modern young
parents and a modern cute
son. Unfortunately, as the
movie focuses in on the family its intent becomes blurry.

The cute son Tad (!)
(played cutely by Danny Pintauro), displays a great fear of
the dark and of the monsters
that inhabit it. Though this
point is stressed early on in
the picture it amounts to absolutely nothing later on.
Tad's father has his own
monster to deal with. His
advertising company is in
jeopardy of losing a major account with a cereal company.
It seems that the cereal he is
promoting is causing urine to
turn red. Gee, aren't modern
problems terrifying?
To make things worse
Vic finds out that his wife
Donna (Dee Wallace) is having an affair with some guy
named Steve. The affair and
its discovery are supposed to
assist the audience in developing some emotion for the
characters. In fact, the audience is led to believe that
this is the heart of the movie.

This main thrust is negated by
extremely shallow and predictable performances by the
central characters. The only
thing on the audience's mind
by now is how soon will the
dog arrive to kill them all and
rid the world of banality.
Topping things off, the
Trentons are having (shudder)
troubles with their cars and
discover that repairs at the
local garage take time. They
find out that they can take
their repairs to a mechanic
outside of town who just happens to own a St. Bernard bitten on the nose by a bat.
During all this Cujo
grows meaner and uglier. The
dog (actually a doberman in
St. Bernards clothing) is
drooling heavily and his fur is
a vile mess. Flexing his rabid
muscles, Cujo kills his
owner's friend and shortly
after, his owner. Nothing too
terrifying here, dog sees bad

actor, bad actor looks terrified, dog kills bad actor.
Cujo now has blood all over
him which makes him look
meaner. The two dead men
had nothing going for them
performance-wise so nothing
was lost. There is one nagging
question about the scene. Do
rabid St. Bernards wag their
tails just before they kill
somebody?
With the dog beginning
to reach his peak in bloody
madness, the stage is set for
the big showdown. Accompanied by her cute kid, Donna decides to take the car in
for repairs. The car makes it
into the mechanic's yard
before it expires. After a few
minutes of tension the dog
begins his assault. Donna and
Tad (?) are trapped in their
Pinto hatchback screaming
and whining as the dog drools
and slobbers all over the windows. (More modern problems, a dirty car.)

With time running out in
the movie and her son Tad
near death from dehydration,
Donna confronts the dog.
Forgetting that Cujo had put
large dents in the car with his
head, Donna picks up a bat
conveniently near the car and
begins to beat the dog. The
bat conveniently breaks leaving Donna with a sharp stake.
The ending is obvious but
dragged out anyway.
Cujo is another example
of a bood idea gone wrong.
Instead of wasting so much
time developing a thin plot
and weak characterization it
should have looked to the dog
more. The mad dog scenes in
the movie are probably the
best nature-goes-crazy scenes
ever. This was the perfect
chance to make people fear
all dogs. Instead the director
and screenplay writers chose
to produce a totally predictable picture with predictable
results. Boredom.

Bowie
Not Ready for R.R.S.P.
by Denis Labossiere
I must admit I was
somewhat negative about going to David Bowie's concert
last Wednesday night.
It was a case of principle.
Here was a jaded rock star
cashing in on his name so that
he could pay his British taxes
and I was not about to participate in getting ripped off.
I then thought about
Space Oddity, Fame, Heroes,
Rebel Rebel, etc. . . . I realized that principles don't count
for much when they're stacked against a pile of classic
vinyl.

Last Wednesday night I
saw with my own eyes why
many refer to this as being the
pop event of the year. Bowie
shows no sign of ageing, nor
does his band. They played
with such intensity you would
swear their mortgages
depended on this performance.

The concert started slowly. It wasn't until the fourth
song, the classic Golden
Years, that the crowd started
to sway. At this point, Bowie
took control of their minds,
hearts and souls and didn't
return them until after the second encore.

While the fans on the
football field played a new
game called "Let's
Suffocate", Bowie and company brought us back and
forth along the road of a
career that has endured over a
decade-and-a-half in a
business that traditionally
eats its young.

Virtually every David
Bowie hit was fed to the
masses at one point or
another. Notable exceptions
included such biggies as Diamond Dogs, Suffragette City
and Changes.

In closing, something
must be said for Rough
Trade, who opened the show.
Their performance was tight
and Carole Pope's gutsy
vocals served the Toronto
band well.

In a 45 minute set, they
ran through every hit, as well
as a new single called
Weapons. They deserved
more respect than the crowd
gave. This was to be expected
however, because this was
after all, Bowie's night, and
only Bowie's.

`On Lpst ►
You men were put on this world,
&ems, to judge how young ladies
fill out their jeans.
The lust is apparent
in need, quite indeed,
for without lust, one couldn't
plant seed.
Yes, lust is a must, said
the young man who drools,
for love is quite fickle
and often for fools.
Though a good love will make you
feel jolly and fair,
a bad love will leave you gasping
for air.
So through time and the ages; and ashes to dust,
true love, will only be exceeded; by lust.
by Brian King

AAPPAATTHHYY — from top to bottom
When celluloid cowboys dimensionize and rule
When invisible barriers stagnate progress
. When scarlet and gold no longer clash with baseball
And the bear comes over the ,nountain to eat hotdogs and
mom's apple pie
Then mushroom clouds are fine and people radiate in ignorance.
Ralph Was.right, the Cruise is faulty
so:IVellStealtheily creep over continents instead..
G be Pierre, you finallygot what you deserved.

by Johnny Sitio&
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Scott Jones
Interview
by Sandra Sobko

Unlike most interviews,
this one has a thesis: Scott
Jones has a split personality.
The conclusive evidence was
gathered by watching Jones
perform all three days, an exclusive on-the-spot interview
(while he was setting up in
Tower Lounge,) and other investigative work. But it was
Jones' own admission which
confirmed the initial suspicion: I may be
schizophrenic, but I'll always
have each other."
Consider the evidence:
The On-Stage persona is a
loud, fast-talking, crazy guy
who dresses in zany apparel,
throws flying rubber objects
at passers by, and does not
wear glasses. He bears a
remarkable resemblance to all
the rising talk-show stand-up
comedians you ever saw:
good-looking, mid-twenties,
with a knack for quickstabbing humour. You can
almost picture him driving into town, parking his van on a
deserted street, and looking
through the yellow pages
under Entertainment Agencies. Even his name — Scott
Jones — seems tailor-made
for announcers' tongues.
The Off-Stage Jones,
however, is 33 years old, a
closet intellectual (a political
science graduate who teaches
occasional courses in writing
and music,) sits on the board
of governors of a national
campus organization, has
won graphic promotional
awards, produces albums,
and writes lyrics for the
groups LIPPS, INC., and
wears glasses and normal
clothes.
"He's the most polite
entertainer we've ever had,"
says Steve Maitland, SA program co-ordinator who
became acquainted with the
Off-Stage Jones. One,
however, cannot imagine a
polite On-Stage Jones.
Even further evidence,
confirms the theory. Joneses
(plural) self-penned promotional booklet states:
"Sometimes I can't decide
whether to do music or comedy . . . so I do both." Indecision is a sure symptom of
a split personality. Yet
another piece of selfincriminating evidence is supplied by the title of Jones'
latest album, "Night and
Day."

With the split proved, a
telling of the whole case
history is in order.
Jones' recent 3 day sting
in the Tower Lounge marked
his fifth year of performing at
Red River. It's also his only
Canadian stop.
Each year, Jones' act
takes him to over/ a hundred
campuses, clubs, and school
in twenty-five stages, thougf
he also passes through hi:
share of obscure U.S. town:
like Ah, Hill, and Manly.
Criss-crossing the U.S.
alone, in a van full of equipment, personal belongings,
and a wooden toy box might
not appeal to everyone, but
he says he enjoys the solitude,
"I once drove 2,300 miles
from Phoenix Arizona to
South Carolina without the
radio on. People ask me how
can stand it." I'm with people all the time. Travelling
gives me time alone, balances
my life."
Life on the road is
somewhat of a momentary
existence he says, "but that's
the price for having my life
with me."
"Even airplanes and
taxis make him feel boxed-in.
"I ned the freedom to stop."
But there are a few hidden
benefits: "I haven't paid rent
in three years."
The moving lifestyle isn't
new to Jones though, "I was
shuffled from relative to
relative when my parents
divorced. Now I have a home,
it's called 'right here."'
Not having the everyday
trappings and conveniences
"opens you up to other
things," he insists. Those
days when he does get to see
his friends are special. "If
you only have one day with
your friends you make it as
good as you can. It's a
tradeoff, but I wouldn't call it
shallow. Shallow is when
some people see each other
every day • but are miles
apart."
Self-employment has its
own pressures, he says, and
it's not the constant driving.
"You can't cancel, that's
where the real pressure is.
When they've put up posters,
and advertised, I can't
cancel." He hasn't missed a
show in five years thanks to a
secret doctrine — "Prevention," he laughs. "This is
where the buck stops, starts
and hangs up."

The act combines three
ingredients — the serious, the
funny, and the absurd — in a
unique mix of music, comedy
and fun. The songs and music
are written and composed by
Jones, and range from upbeat
piano tunes to low and
melodic instrumental pieces.
The funny part is Jones'
comedy, where nothing is
sacred: kids letters ("You
play the piano good and the
guitar of course," a boy's
first car, ("He buys his
manhood in the form of a
1956 Pontiac Lemans," and
McDonalds McFood.
Jones himself is the absurd portion of the act. Dressed like a new-wave funkie, he
sports the "Purina look,"

(checkered black and white
T-shirt and sneakers, and
black leather jeans. On other
days he was spotted wearing a
leather tie and a pink, purple,
and black deep-armhole vest
from Le Chateau.
A wood box full of toys
brings howling laughter from
the audience, particularly the
phenomenally successful but
discontinued Suckerman,
which may yet be resurrected
by Matel toys, thanks to
Jones. Those who were eyeing
the versatile plastic device
with an intention of taking
one as a souvenir (I confess,)
should know they cost $7.00
each and are very difficult to
find because Jones bought up
all the remaining-supplies.

Returning to Winnipeg

The slide show is a recent addition to the act, "because the
toys are getting boring," he
says. The slides draw photos
from Jones' funnier moments
on the road and add a subtle
educational element to boot.
The scenes humourously
depict and ridicule nuclear
power, pollution, and hermit
crabs, the vacationers who
"try to leave it all behind but
[bring] it all along." Jones,
who loves backpacking in the
mountains, pokes fun at
"polyester people," who
walk carpeted nature trails
and go into convulsions at the
sight of an insect.
Slides get the audiences
to think about the issues
without heavy chastising,
which turns people off, he
says.
Photography is a recent
interest, but music is Jones'
first love. He's been playing
the piano "since [he] could
reach the piano keys," and
making money at it since high
school, when he first took the
act on the road.
Music always comes
first, though he's done quite
well with the comedy. "The
comedy is fun, I'll keep it going for a while, comedy is the
big thing now. My comedy
will probably take me
farther."
But whatever Jones ends
up doing, it will not likely include time off. "I wanted to
take the summer off, ended
up producing a friend's
album. I can't stop. I'm an
addict."
The few grey hairs on his
head attest to the workaholic
tendencies and not his age: 33
going on 5.
"I make a living doing
what I love to do and appreciate that people come to
see • what I do," Off-Stage
Jones and On-Stage Jones
nod in agreement. See you
both next September.

CAN%

THE BEST OF THE 27TH INTERNATIONAL ADVERTISING FILM FESTIVAL
An entertaining film spotlighting 90 minutes of award-winning commercials
Wednesday - Friday, Sept. 21 - 23 —7 & 9 p.m.
Saturday & Sunday, Sept. 24 & 25 — 2, 4, 7 & 9 p.m.
Admission: $3/$2 for Gallery members — Tickets at the door
THE WINNIPEG ART GALLERY
300 Memorial Boulevard 786-6641
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"I may be
schizophrenic, but
I'll always have
each other."

ENTERTAINMENT
The Modern Problems of Cujo
by Edward Matlashewski
Released early this summer, Cujo has emerged as
best of breed in the dull and
uneventful category. This
adaptation of Stephen King's
bestselling novel of the same
name, quite simply, barks up
the wrong tree in creating
suspense. With a plot as thick
as a dog's hair, the only real
terror is the predictability of
the story.
Before the opening
credits have finished rolling
we see a happy-go-lucky St.
Bernard bitten on the nose by
a bat. As Cujo the dog romps
off to develop rabies, unnoticed, we are introduced to
the Trenton family. The
Trentons are a typical modern
family with modern young
parents and a modern cute
son. Unfortunately, as the
movie focuses in on the family its intent becomes blurry.

The cute son Tad (!)
(played cutely by Danny Pintauro), displays a great fear of
the dark and of the monsters
that inhabit it. Though this
point is stressed early on in
the picture it amounts to absolutely nothing later on.
Tad's father has his own
monster to deal with. His
advertising company is in
jeopardy of losing a major account with a cereal company.
It seems that the cereal he is
promoting is causing urine to
turn red. Gee, aren't modern
problems terrifying?
To make things worse
Vic finds out that his wife
Donna (Dee Wallace) is having an affair with some guy
named Steve. The affair and
its discovery are supposed to
assist the audience in developing some emotion for the
characters. In fact, the audience is led to believe that
this is the heart of the movie.

This main thrust is negated by
extremely shallow and predictable performances by the
central characters. The only
thing on the audience's mind
by now is how soon will the
dog arrive to kill them all and
rid the world of banality.
Topping things off, the
Trentons are having (shudder)
troubles with their cars and
discover that repairs at the
local garage take time. They
find out that they can take
their repairs to a mechanic
outside of town who just happens to own a St. Bernard bitten on the nose by a bat.
During all this Cujo
grows meaner and uglier. The
dog (actually a doberman in
St. Bernards clothing) is
drooling heavily and his fur is
a vile mess. Flexing his rabid
muscles, Cujo kills his
owner's friend and shortly
after, his owner. Nothing too
terrifying here, dog sees bad

actor, bad actor looks terrified, dog kills bad actor.
Cujo now has blood all over
him which makes him look
meaner. The two dead men
had nothing going for them
performance-wise so nothing
was lost. There is one nagging
question about the scene. Do
rabid St. Bernards wag their
tails just before they kill
somebody?
With the dog beginning
to reach his peak in bloody
madness, the stage is set for
the big showdown. Accompanied by her cute kid, Donna decides to take the car in
for repairs. The car makes it
into the mechanic's yard
before it expires. After a few
minutes of tension the dog
begins his assault. Donna and
Tad (?) are trapped in their
Pinto hatchback screaming
and whining as the dog drools
and slobbers all over the windows. (More modern problems, a dirty car.)

With time running out in
the movie and her son Tad
near death from dehydration,
Donna confronts the dog.
Forgetting that Cujo had put
large dents in the car with his
head, Donna picks up a bat
conveniently near the car and
begins to beat the dog. The
bat conveniently breaks leaving Donna with a sharp stake.
The ending is obvious but
dragged out anyway.
Cujo is another example
of a bood idea gone wrong.
Instead of wasting so much
time developing a thin plot
and weak characterization it
should have looked to the dog
more. The mad dog scenes in
the movie are probably the
best nature-goes-crazy scenes
ever. This was the perfect
chance to make people fear
all dogs. Instead the director
and screenplay writers chose
to produce a totally predictable picture with predictable
results. Boredom.

Bowie
Not Ready for R.R.S.P.

"On Lust"
Young men were put on this world
seems, to judge how young ladies
fill gout their. je-ans.
,

by Denis Labossiere
I must admit I was
somewhat negative about going to David Bowie's concert
last Wednesday night.
It was a case of principle.
Here was a jaded rock star
cashing in on his name so that
he could pay his British taxes
and I was not about to participate in getting ripped off.
I then thought about
Space Oddity, Fame, Heroes,
Rebel Rebel, etc. . . . I realized that principles don't count
for much when they're stacked against a pile of classic
vinyl.

Last Wednesday night I
saw with my own eyes why
many refer to this as being the
pop event of the year. Bowie
shows no sign of ageing, nor
does his band. They played

with such intensity you would
swear their mortgages
depended on this performance.

The concert started slowly. It wasn't until the fourth
song, the classic Golden
Years, that the crowd started
to sway. At this point, Bowie
took control of their minds,
hearts and souls and didn't
return them until after the second encore.

While the fans on the
football field played a new
game called "Let's
Suffocate", Bowie and company brought us back and
forth along the road of a
career that has endured over a
decade-and-a-half in a
business that traditionally
eats its young.

Virtually every David
Bowie hit was fed to the
masses at one point or
another. Notable exceptions
included such biggies as Diamond Dogs, Suffragette City
and Changes.

:The lust is apparent
in need, quite indeed,
for without lust, one couldn't
plant seed.

Yes, lust is a must, said
the young man who drools,
for love is quite fickle
and often for fools.

So through time and the ages; and ashes to dust,
true love, will only be exceeded; by lust.

by Brian King

AAPPAATTHHYY — from top to bottom

Trade, who opened the show.
Their performance was tight
and Carole Pope's gutsy
vocals served the Toronto
band well.

When celluloid cowboys dimensionize and rule
When invisible barriers stagnate progress
When carlet and gold no longer clash with baseball
Aiidfihibear comes over the mountain to eat hotdogs and
Mom's apple pie
Then mushroom clouds are fine and people radiate in ignorance.

•

Interview
by Sandra Sobko

Unlike most interviews,
this one has a thesis: Scott
Jones has a split personality.
The conclusive evidence was
gathered by watching Jones
perform all three days, an exclusive on-the-spot interview
(while he was setting up in
Tower Lounge,) and other investigative work. But it was
Jones' own admission which
confirmed the initial suspicion: "I may be
schizophrenic, but I'll always
have each other."
Consider the evidence:
The On-Stage persona is a
loud, fast-talking, crazy guy
who dresses in zany apparel,
throws flying rubber objects
at passers by, and does not
wear glasses. He bears a
remarkable resemblance to all
the rising talk-show stand-up
comedians you ever saw:
good-looking, mid-twenties,
with a knack for quickstabbing humour. You can
almost picture him driving into town, parking his van on a
deserted street, and looking
through the yellow pages
under Entertainment Agencies. Even his name — Scott
Jones — seems tailor-made
for announcers' tongues.

closet intellectual (a political
science graduate who teaches
occasional courses in writing
and music,) sits on the board
of governors of a national
campus organization, has
won graphic promotional
awards, produces albums,
and writes lyrics for the
groups LIPPS, INC., and
wears glasses and normal
clothes.
"He's the most polite

In closing, something
must be said for Rough

In a 45 minute set, they
ran through every hit, as well
as a new single called
Weapons. They deserved
more respect than the crowd
gave. This was to be expected
however, because this was
after all, Bowie's night, and
only Bowie's.

Scott Jones

The Off-Stage Jones,
however, is 33 years old, a

Though a good love will make you
feel jolly and fair,
a bad love will leave you gasping
for air.

RalikV*1,W; the Cruise is faulty
so we'll Stealthtlereep over continents instead.
Coadtife
► tyou finally to: '
ou deserved.

by JC
*14
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entertainer we've ever had,"
says Steve Maitland, SA program co-ordinator who
became acquainted with the
Off-Stage Jones. One,
however, cannot imagine a
polite On-Stage Jones.
Even further evidence,
confirms the theory. Joneses
(plural) self-penned promotional booklet states:
"Sometimes I can't decide
whether to do music or comedy . . . so I do both." Indecision is a sure symptom of
a split personality. Yet
another piece of selfincriminating evidence is supplied by the title of Jones'
latest album, "Night and
Day."

With the split proved, a
telling of the whole case
history is in order.
Jones' recent 3 day sting
in the Tower Lounge marked
his fifth year of performing at
Red River. It's also his only
Canadian stop.
Each year, Jones' act
takes him to over . a hundred
campuses, clubs, and school:
in twenty-five stages, thouglhe also passes through hi:
share of obscure U.S. town:
like Ah, Hill, and Manly.
Criss-crossing the U.S.
alone, in a van full of equipment, personal belongings,
and a wooden toy box might
not appeal to everyone, but
he says he enjoys the solitude,
"I once drove 2,300 miles
from Phoenix Arizona to
South Carolina without the
radio on. People ask me how
I can stand it." I'm with people all the time. Travelling
gives me time alone, balances
my life."
Life on the road is
somewhat of a momentary
existence he says, "but that's
the price for having my life
with me."
"Even airplanes and
taxis make him feel boxed-in.
"I ned the freedom to stop."
But there are a few hidden
benefits: "I haven't paid rent
in three years."
The moving lifestyle isn't

(checkered black and white
T-shirt and sneakers, and
black leather jeans. On other
days he was spotted wearing a
leather tie and a pink, purple,
and black deep-armhole vest
from Le Chateau.
A wood box full of toys
brings howling laughter from
the audience, particularly the
phenomenally successful but
discontinued Suckerman,
which may yet be resurrected
by Matel toys, thanks to
Jones. Those who were eyeing
the versatile plastic device
with an intention of taking
one as a souvenir (I confess,)
should know they cost $7.00
each and are very difficult to
find because Jones bought up
all the remaining-supplies.

The act combines three
ingredients — the serious, the
funny, and the absurd — in a
unique mix of music, comedy
and fun. The songs and music
are written and composed by
Jones, and range from upbeat
piano tunes to low and
melodic instrumental pieces.
The funny part is Jones'
comedy, where nothing is
sacred: kids letters ("You
play the piano good and the
guitar of course," a boy's
first car, ("He buys his
manhood in the form of a
1956 Pontiac Lemans," and
McDonalds McFood.
Jones himself is the absurd portion of the act. Dressed like a new-wave funkie, he
sports the "Purina look,"

big thing now. My comedy

will probably take me
farther."
But whatever Jones ends
up doing, it will not likely include time off. "I wanted to
take the summer off, ended

new to Jones though, "I was
shuffled from relative to
relative when my parents
divOrced. Now I have a home,
it's called 'right here.'"
Not having the everyday
trappings and conveniences
"opens you up to other
things," he insists. Those
days when he does get to see
his friends are special. "If
you only have one day with

your friends you make it as
good as you can. It's a
tradeoff, but I wouldn't call it
shallow. Shallow is when
some people see each other
every day but are miles
apart."
Self-employment has its
own pressures, he says, and
it's not the constant driving.
"You can't cancel, that's
where the real pressure is.
When they've put up posters,
and advertised, I can't
cancel." He hasn't missed a
show in five years thanks to a
secret doctrine — "Prevention," he laughs. "This is
where the buck stops, starts
and hangs up."

The slide show is a recent addition to the act, "because the
toys are getting boring," he
says. The slides draw photos
from Jones' funnier moments
on the road and add a subtle
educational element to boot.
The scenes humourously
depict and ridicule nuclear
power, pollution, and hermit
crabs, the vacationers who
"try to leave it all behind but
[bring] it all along." Jones,
who loves backpacking in the
mountains, pokes fun at
"polyester people," who
walk carpeted nature trails
and go into convulsions at the
sight of an insect.
Slides get the audiences
to think about the issues
without heavy chastising,
which turns people off, he
says.
Photography is a recent
interest, but music is Jones'
first love. He's been playing
the piano "since [he] could
reach the piano keys," and
making money at it since high
school, when he first took the
act on the road.
Music always comes
first, though he's done quite
well with the comedy. "The
comedy is fun, I'll keep it going for a while, comedy is the

up producing a friend's

album. I can't stop. I'm an
addict."
The few grey hairs on his
head attest to the workaholic
tendencies and not his age: 33
going on 5.
"I make a living doing
what I love to do and appreciate that people come to
see what I do," Off-Stage
Jones and On-Stage Jones
nod in agreement. See you
both next September.

Returning to Winnipeg ...
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THE BEST OF THE 27TH INTERNATIONAL ADVERTISING FILM FESTIVAL
An entertaining film spotlighting 90 minutes of award-winning commercials
Wednesday - Friday, Sept. 21 - 23 —7 & 9 p.m.
Saturday & Sunday, Sept. 24 & 25 — 2, 4, 7 & 9 p.m.
Admission: $3/$2 for Gallery members — Tickets at the door

THE WINNIPEG ART GALLERY
300 Memorial Boulevard 786-6641
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SPORTS
Intramural Sports
by Dave Lindberg
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The physical education
department is offering four
clubs of varying activities to
the students of Red River.
The four activities are
Taikwando, Self Defense for
Women, Jazzaerobics and the
Rifle club. All the clubs, with
the exception of the Rifle
Club will meet in the South
Gym on weekday sat 4:30,
and the rifle club will meet
Saturday afternoons at the St.
James Civic Centre.
The Taekwondo Club
will meet every Tuesday and
Thursday at 4:30 beginning
Tuesday, September 20. The
classes will be two hou .rs in
length and will be an in depth
study of the martial arts for
the beginners. Instruction will
be tailored to the individual,
with the emphasis on increasing power, co-ordination,
self-confidence, concentra-

while having a good time? If
so, the Jazzaerobic Program
offered by Nancy Moore and
Sharon Young is just for you.
Classes are held every Monday and Wednesday at 4:30 in
the South Gym, and began on
September 19. The cost for 12
classes (held once a week) is
$30.00 and the cost for 24

tion, as well as increasing
overall flexibility and fitness.
The course will focus primarily on unarmed and armed
self-defense. Join the •RRCC
Taekwondo club and learn
something new while getting
into shape.
The self defense course
for women takes a straightforward approach and will
stress the preventative along
with the physical aspects of
violence against women. The
course, which is specifically
designed for women, will
have ten classroom sessions,
several guest lecturers and
practise sessions every Tuesday and Thursday from 4:30
to 6:00 p.m. For those interested, either fill in the application form or contact
Fraser Mui-ie at 885-6747.
Looking for a fun way to
trim away unwanted fat? Do
you want to increase your
flexibility and improve your
cardiovascular endurance

classes (twice a week) is
$45.00. For more information
contact Heather Smith in the
Crazy Ox or Nancy Moore at
775-0547.
The Red River Rifle
Club is one of the most active
clubs in the college and it is
open to new members. The rifle club uses the range at the
St. James Civic Centre on
Saturday afternoons from
early October to late April.
New members are given instruction and all members
compete within the club and
against other clubs. For information on the types of
firearms available for use at

APPLICATION FORM

9
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NAME
ADDRESS

_

PHONE NO.

POSTAL CODE

COURSE
Srb

I AM INTERESTED IN THE FOLLOWING CLUB(S)
WONI DO _

J AZ/A E ROBI

THE RIFLE CLUB
SELF DEFENSE

COMPLETED FORMS SHOULD BE TURNED INTO THE EQUIPMENT COUNTER IN
THE NOR•I I GYM.

•
The Walrus Bite.
T

emper 1 /1 ounce
Tequila with orange juice
over ice. Fire in 1 ounce
Yukon Jack to give the Walrus
its bite. And you thought
Walruses didn't have teeth,
(tusk, tusk, tusk). Inspired
in the wild, midst the damnably cold, this, the black
sheep of Canadian liquors,
is Yukon Jack.

Yukon
Jack®

re an" awe SI

The Black Shccp of Canadian Liquors.
Concocted with fine Canadian Whisky.
WARNING: Health and Welfare Canada advises that danger to health increases with amount smoked-avoid inhaling. Average per cigarette:
Export "A" Regular "tar" 17 mg. nicotine 1.1 mg. King Size "tar" 17 mg. nicotine 1.1. Export "A" Mild Regular "tar" 12 mg. nicotine 0.9 mg.
King Size "tar" 13 mg. nicotine 0.9 mg. Export "A" Light Regular "tar" 10 mg. nicotine 0.8 mg. King Size "tar" 11 mg. nicotine 0.8 mg.
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Next Issue
A story on Canadian cycling
sensation Jocelyn Lovell and
his slow recovery from his
near fatal accident
Progress reports on the varsity teams and the intramural
program.
Schedules and standings for
the intramural leagues.
And much more!

Intramural Participation Low
by Dave Lindberg
The intramural season
has officially begun - at Red
River. However, the number
of teams entered in both flag
football and intramural
volleyball are way down from
last year. The flag football
league is down almost 50 010,
and intramural coordinator
Roy Pollock is blaming the
poor weather in early
September for the drop.
"Last year at this time it
was impossible to sign out a
football," said Pollock; "It
was always warm enough to
go outside at noon and toss
around a ball. When people
saw everyone else throwing
around the footballs it created
awareness, but it just didn't
happen this year."
Although the weather
can be blamed for the low in-

terest in football this year,
Pollock is at a loss as to why
there has been such a poor
response to the intramural
volleyball. The entry deadline
was extended one day to
allow more entries for the
volleyball this year, but the
results were less than spectacular.

However, the low interest in the two popular intramural programs hasn't
caused their cancellation. The
schedules for flag football,
men's and women's volleyball
are posted in the North Gym.
Even if you're not playing,
check out the schedules and
then go out and cheer on your
favorite team.

CANADA
BOY SCOTTS

K 5.

is

the range please contact Roy
Pollock in the North Gym.
Watch for posters, and announcements over CMOR
and the close-circuit TV or
right. here in the Projector for
starting times.
Remember these clubs
are a great way to get your
mind off the hassles and
routines that you may encounter during the year at
Red River, so use them!

For more Yukon Jack recipes write: MORE YUKON JACK RECIPES, Box 2710, Postal Station "U" Toronto, Ontario M8Z 5P1.

If you are interested in providing youth with
the opportunity
for fund through
participation in
sports, crafts,
hobbies, out-door
education and
camping, be a boy
scott leader. For
more information,
contact Laura
Lane at 786-2444
or drop by Boy
Scott Canada office at 883 Notre
Dame.
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